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Effective cryogenic fluid management will be important to the success of future crewed and uncrewed NASA missions.
A key technological challenge in this, as recognized by NASA, is the line chilldown and transfer process. The objective
of this proposal is to develop a thorough understanding of the fluid flow and thermal transport process during chilldown
of transfer lines by utilizing a combination of experimental diagnostic techniques and high-fidelity computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations to investigate the boiling process under both terrestrial and microgravity environments.
We will achieve this objective by designing a new experimental test module concept to investigate the line chilldown
and transfer process that can be integrated with the Flow Boiling and Condensation Experiment (FBCE) facility onboard
the International Space Station (ISS). In addition, we plan to develop a computational fluid dynamics framework for
simulation of the boiling phenomena and also a reduced-order theoretical framework for the line chilldown and transfer
process under terrestrial and microgravity conditions.
The proposal directly addresses the critical need in Fluid Physics for NASA’s future missions where reduced-gravity
multiphase flows, cryogenics, and heat transfer are identified as areas of particular interest. The research will lead to the
generation of a large database of chilldown tests under terrestrial and microgravity environments, and closure
theoretical and computational models to aid NASA engineers in future mission planning.

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

In-Space Cryogenic Line Chilldown and Transfer Process: Success of NASA’s future space exploration missions is
dependent on cryogenic fluid management systems being able to provide safe, effective, and reliable supply of
cryogenic fluid to a variety of systems.1 Two very common systems that need this supply are in-space cryogenic
engines and in-space cryogenic fuel depots. A key technological challenge in this, as recognized by NASA, is the line
chilldown and transfer process. In-space transfer lines during chilldown are subjected to a combination of near-saturated
fluid flow with large temperature gradients as the lines are usually much warmer than the supply tanks. This leads to the
occurrence of multiple transient flow boiling regimes and corresponding heat transport phenomena during the chilldown
and transfer process. In the case of in-space cryogenic engines, during the initial restart of the engines, ineffective
chilldown can lead to strong unwanted combustion instabilities.1 Cryogenic engines lines are usually characterized by a
large diameter working in short time scales. While this process is also interesting and has its challenges, it is not the
focus of this project. In the project, we are interested in transfer lines specifically relating to cryogenic fuel-depots.
Cryogenic fuel-depots have been planned to serve the purpose of low-Earth orbit cryogenic storage and supply to meet
in-space fuel needs of customers.1 Cryogenic fuel-depot lines are usually characterized with smaller diameter pipes
needing longer time scales in terms of the chilldown and transfer process. There is a need for a clear understanding of
the boiling process occurring in such lines in microgravity. In addition, during chilldown of transfer lines, an ineffective
boiling process can cause significant energy losses due to the possibility of unwanted evaporation and a need for
venting of the cryogenic fluid mass. Therefore, effective and efficient techniques need to be developed for chilldown of
the transfer process. Flow Boiling during the Line Chilldown Process: When a warmer transfer line comes in contact
with a colder fluid close to its saturation temperature, the process that ensues is the transient quenching or chilldown
process until the fluid flow can reach steady state. When the near saturated fluid comes in contact with the warm walls,
the first step that occurs is flashing of the fluid to initiate the film boiling regime. In this domain, either a dispersed flow
film boiling regime or the inverted annular flow film boiling regime is observed. As the chilldown process continues
with no liquid to wall contact in this regime, the process will reach the Leidenfrost Point (LFP) before seeing an increase
in heat flux in the transition boiling regime where the liquid starts to rewet the heated surface. This increase in heat flux
continues until the critical heat flux point (CHF) is reached, where complete liquid is in contact with the wall followed
by transition to the nucleate boiling regime. The heat flux then continues to drop until all the vapor is extinguished and
the single-phase forced convection domain is reached, ending the chilldown process. Gaps in Line Chilldown and
Transfer Process Research: The accurate capture and prediction of this heat flux vs. wall temperature difference data in
microgravity for the complete quenching curve is a big motivation for conducting line chilldown experiments on the
ISS. The past 60 years have seen numerous researchers trying to understand this phenomenon experimentally, mostly in
terrestrial environments with a few experiments conducted under reduced gravity conditions. In a recent study, Darr et
al. summarized a list of all available worldwide databases investigating quenching using cryogenic fluids. These studies
could have served the basis for a thorough understanding on this phenomenon in 1-g and to some extent in reduced
gravity. However, most of them include data that are deemed unusable due to missing information on rebuilding the full
quenching curve, including missing data on either the temperature as a function of time, the pressure as a function of
time, the mass flux, the inlet state, and/or the wall and parasitic heat fluxes. The remaining data including the two
common fluids with usable data are Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) and Liquid Nitrogen (LN2). There are 12,137 datapoints for
LH2 tested in vertical upflow configuration. In addition, there are 62,917 datapoints for LN2 tested in various
orientations with respect to Earth gravity and another 4,211 datapoints under reduced gravity conditions of 2*10-2g. In
other studies, quenching tests of transfer lines under reduced gravity have been performed with non-cryogenic fluids,
including R113 tested by Westbye et al. and Kawaji et al., and Freon-113 by Adham-Khodaparast et al., all onboard the
NASA KC-135 flight. Celata et al. also performed quenching experiments with FC-72 as the working fluids onboard a
Zero-G flight, which is a modified Airbus-300. While the issue of non-reporting of all the necessary information to
recreate the quenching curve makes their data also unusable for further analysis and investigation, but also important to
note is none of their data is under pure microgravity conditions. We can see four major gaps in the available literature for
accurately understanding and predicting the line chilldown and transfer quench process in microgravity environments,
and thus, developing good modeling and/or computational predicting tools: (1) Non-availability of data under pure,
sustained microgravity environments. (2) Majority of the usable data is in the high liquid Reynolds number region with
Ref > 20,000, which can limit developing a fundamental understanding of flow boiling behaviors that can be better
investigated starting at slow or laminar flows. (3) Low availability of overall datapoints covering large geometric
variations. (4) Not much published data on varying inlet flows conditions including pulse flows that can be highly
effective for cryogenic chilldown and transfer processes for the proposed fuel-depot application. Objectives of the
current project: The discussion above clearly demonstrates the gaps in today’s research on the line chilldown and
transfer process. In this project, we plan to address the major limitations by an integrated experimental and numerical
approach, which combines the strengths of both techniques, to develop a thorough understanding of the fluid flow and
thermal transport under terrestrial and microgravity environments. The availability of the FBCE facility onboard the ISS
with normal perfluorohexane (C6F14 or nPFH) as the working fluid will help us investigate the flow boiling during
quenching inside a tube in detail under sustained, long-duration microgravity, and the data will help us develop the
computational framework and a theoretical model to predict the boiling behavior accurately.
The annual progress of the present research on “Line Chilldown and Transfer Process in Microgravity Onboard the
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The annual progress of the present research on “Line Chilldown and Transfer Process in Microgravity Onboard the
International Space Station (ISS)” can be summarized in three parts as follows:
Development and Testing of a Two-Phase Flow Chill-down Test Module for Integration with the FBCE Module at ISS:
The new experimental test concept for the two-phase chilldown tests has been tested in the flow conditioning loop at
Case Western Reserve University (CWRU), which is very similar to the actual Flow Boiling and Condensation
Experiments (FBCE) module onboard the ISS. This will ensure that the new flow boiling module can replace the current
module in the FBCE which will fit in the existing space and can be utilized to obtain both terrestrial and long-duration
microgravity data for the line chilldown and transfer process. The main technological challenge for the new design is the
pre-heating phase, where the test section walls should be heated to the desired temperature before starting the chilldown
tests. The use of a simple check valve near the test section outlet along with a charged accumulator in the flow loop
resolved this issue. Also, it has been experimentally shown that the fluid temperature is always at saturation vapor
conditions, never superheated, after the heated test section due to the continuous presence of some liquid in the test
section, which eliminates the need for additional cooling of the fluid before entering the FBCE loop. Initial chilldown
data for a 3/8’’ stainless steel tube is now available with the new experimental concept which will be further extended
for the entire test matrix conditions. The transparent Pyrex test section for the flow visualization test section during the
chilldown process is also ready and will be tested by the end of this year.
Task Progress:

CFD Studies on Liquid Nitrogen Flow Boiling During the Cryogenic Transfer Line Chill-down Process:
The prediction of the transfer line chill-down curve possesses unique challenges due to the presence of different flow
boiling regimes, viz. film, transition and nucleate boiling; and hence, implementing a single computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) modeling approach may not be adequate. Initial validations for the film boiling using a 3D mixture
model for the liquid nitrogen chilldown data available in the literature is in a matured phase and will be applied for other
operating conditions for robust predictions. A user-defined function in Fluent for predicting transition and nucleate
boiling is in the development phase and will be implemented along with the 3D mixture model to predict the entire
chilldown curve.
Development of a 1-D Theoretical Model for Line Chill-down Process:
A 1-D MATLAB code has been developed based on the published literature and has been tested for the different test
matrix conditions for both stainless steel and Pyrex. This helped in fixing the limits for different flow and operating
parameters in the test matrix and will be further refined based on the chilldown test data from the present project.
In addition, the Science Requirements Document (SRD) for the project is being completed and is progressing in
collaboration with the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), and is due in January, 2023.
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